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Observation will take up a role to examine the outdoor
lighting of malls and streets and indoor lighting of
malls and studios. Plus, the data can discover the
position of the lighting in the public area, revealing the
advantages and insufficiencies.

The chart above shows that 65% of the respondents
visit the mall every day and spent 1-2 hours there. On
the other hand 72% of them visit the park everyday. It
shows that the respondents often enter the park so
their opinions of the park are valuable.
The questionnaires shows that people prefer natural
lighting, they valued on environmental-friendly design.
Brighter area will make them feel safe so they will be
willing to stay longer

The research shows that the function of lighting is not
limited to provide brightness. The research shows that
people valued on environmental-friendly design.
People tend to approach to the brighter areas or sit
under the light. Brighter area will make them feel safe
so they will be willing to stay longer. Therefore, better
lighting usage could attract people attention and
increase the flow of people.

Background

Social intercourse is important for humans. Public
space that lack suitable public light is dangerous. It
could cause low pedestrian flow. In order to provide an
appropriate environment to encourage people to have
social interaction, having proper and comfortable
lighting is one of the indispensable factors.

This project aimed to design a lighting facility in Hong
Kong. A new product from targeted research to final
3D modelling. In this project, various research method
will be conducted, for instance, observation,
questionnaire and testing model etc. Focusing on the
targeted users, a lighting product which fulfil their
needs and requirement was designed. New product
opportunities were discovered throughout the design
stage.

Research Objectives

• To observe the existing lighting application in public
space and the trend of lighting utilization in
commercial space.

• To explore the controversial matters related to
lighting, the use of light in public space, and the
different usages in varied environments.

• To propose design guidelines that satisfy users’
experience according to the research findings.

Findings

Conclusion

The methodology aimed to discover the users’
satisfaction with public space lighting. The data of the
research will be collected through observations and
questionnaires.

Methodology

The excrement collecting station with attractive
appearance was designed. After collecting the dog
excrement with the bio-degradable bag, users could
throw the bag into the station. Then it will generate
energy to power the lamppost located in the park. It
will be a sustainable design to encourage visitor to
maintain good hygiene environment for the dog park.
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